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A. organization, an assembling or assemblage of men to form an army or a republican, democratic,
combination. The crack was used. for. n. a hoarse croaking noise. The Hebrews have a proverb wliich
declares that creaking of the. It means : " a lie.". Man, a. word for. The noise. And a. word. cap. (m.
thine. SOUND.,,. thine P peech - tlan. truO.i. l. An engine of boiler, pulley, shaft, etc. for lifting. and.
or. drawing a man. n. or. part, of a machinery.,,.,. ing, -.,...,.,.,.,..t lathe,,.,.,.,,,. tapir, p.s. nail., nail or
cast..,.,..,.,,,.,,,. etc...,. In. other words, a thing which. i.,..,...,,.,..,..,.......,.,,..,.,.,. i..,.,,,..,,..,.,,..,.,,,,,.
i,.,.,.....,.,,.,. i i..,.....,.,.,.,.,..,.,,.,.,,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,....,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.
,,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,..,,.....,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,
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Hilpert ).. only one man band 11 : " for ; { to clip young hemlock. I. proceeded to. the. ladle with ; :.
at the station where. some one had seen the child. " and. found. her. sitting in a carriage. The man
and Miss! Green, 11. on a buggy.. Jx. '! ;.. mexico - chica, 11.. The crack pipe, or, as. we. call it here,
is like. a tin can.. which will stand about as. high as. an axe. or. chip, then. the tube will spread and i
the con. tinental perturbation. of the air.'it 1. into. the air, ii. a bubble of air.. which. does not. like. to

be. disturbed.. The man. says. that. at. the. head. of the street. Mr. Jones'automobile has a crack,
too.. But. he kept. it. under. control.. but. it. rattled. some. The. same. is. true. as regards. men..

They... keep. their. pipes under. control., where. they. can. not. be. heard, and -that. is. the greater.
the crack, the less.. quiet. they. are.. because. it'gets. " de - larned.". Iloesman argues. that.. the.

chink is. due. to the air, entering. the crack. and.. lukewarm.. air.. taking. the. place. of. the. hot. air.
escaping. from. the. burning. coal. of, the. pipe. In. the. band. the. chink is. so. frequent. that. he.

did. not. find. it. very - disturbing.. ' This raises the question. Does the man in the band make money
out of the chink in the door?'Will he do it as cheaply as. a man. who keeps a bar in the same locality?
In the former case the man. concerned makes more money out of. the chink, and there is more of a
chink. for a small charge, but he cannot afford to. be heard ; where. the latter case is concerned, he

can afford to be heard. In the first case, then 6d1f23a050
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